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Abstract: The coordinated operation for hydropower generation in cascade reservoirs is critical to 

resolve the conflicts in hydropower needs between upstream and downstream reservoirs. Due to 

the individual rationality and collective rationality highlighted by game theory, we propose an 

integrated game-theoretical model to simulate the coordination behaviors among cascade reservoirs 

for hydropower generation. In the case study of a cascade-reservoir system in the Yangtze River of 

China, three operation models are compared and analyzed: the non-cooperative model, centralized 

model, and integrated game-theoretical model. The factors influencing the coordination efficiency 

of the integrated game-theoretical model are also explored in this study. The results indicate that 

the system’s hydropower generation obtained by the integrated game-theoretical model is closer to 

the ideal solution obtained by the centralized model compared to that obtained by the non-

cooperative model. Moreover, individual hydropower generation in non-cooperation (rational 

individual gains) is guaranteed by the integrated game-theoretical model, which is neglected by the 

centralized model. Furthermore, the coordination efficiency of the integrated game-theoretical 

model is influenced by the water availability variation and regulation capacities of cascade 

reservoirs. 

Keywords: coordination; Stackelberg theory; Nash-Harsanyi bargaining theory; cascade reservoirs; 

Hydropower generation 

 

1. Introduction 

The uneven distribution of water resources in temporal and spatial, rapid economic and social 

development are critical factors for regional water scarcity. In water-deficient regions, disputes 

arising over the available water resources among stakeholders are becoming ubiquitous [1,2]. 

Reasonable and effective allocation for water resources is a continuous need to alleviate the conflicts 

among stakeholders. The reservoir is considered as an important facility for reallocating water 

resources on spatial and temporal scales. Considering the different objectives of reservoirs, the 

integrated management of cascade reservoirs potentially plays a vital role in satisfying stakeholders’ 

possible desired utilities. 

According to the classification of agents based on the different scenarios of information exchange 

[3], reservoirs can be classified as fully cooperative reservoirs, coordinated reservoirs, and non-

cooperative reservoirs. The fully cooperative reservoirs correspond to the centralized management 

that is a “top-down” decision process. The centralized management assumes that all reservoir 

operators in the cascade-reservoir system obey the ‘central mind’ to fully cooperate and then make 

decisions targeting the maximum benefits for the whole system [4–7]. Therefore, ideal system-wide 
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benefits can be produced by cooperation based on the collective rationality of reservoir operators. 

However, because non-cooperation involving water conflicts is common and stable [8], full 

cooperation without considering the individual self-interest is seldom applied in real-world 

management. The non-cooperative reservoirs correspond to the non-cooperative management. 

Following the non-cooperative management, decisions made by reservoir operators are based on 

individual rationality, in which self-interested reservoir operators usually focus on their local benefits 

rather than the system’s total benefits. However, due to the lack of cooperation, no feedback 

mechanism exists for decisions made by different reservoir operators, resulting in a solution that does 

not maximize the favorable benefits on the system scale. Therefore, traditional centralized and non-

cooperative managements for cascade-reservoir system usually target the maximum benefits for 

either the entire system or a certain individual reservoir. 

To balance the individual and system’s benefits, coordination among cascade reservoir 

operators is critical. Through coordination, coordinated reservoir operators not only make decisions 

targeting their own benefits, but also share information with the other operators to improve the 

system’s benefits. Giuliani et al. [3] demonstrated that the system benefits obtained by coordinated 

management are better than those obtained by non-cooperative management. To build coordinated 

models, mathematical methods have been widely used [9–11]. By iterative adjustment of various 

parameters that are related to stakeholders, it is determined whether or not different objectives are 

to be met. Through the bargaining process, stakeholders reach an agreement for compromise. 

Although the coordinated models based on mathematical methods have been successfully built for 

interactive systems, such models are sensitive to the complexities of systems [12]. As the number of 

stakeholders increases, the amount of information exchanged among stakeholders is also increased. 

Thus, the computation for a coordinated model built by mathematical methods for a multi-

stakeholder system is considerable. 

Game theory is another tool able to reflect the competition and cooperation among self-

interested stakeholders [13]. For self-interested stakeholders, the individual rationality is stressed by 

game theory, embodying an idea of risk aversion. Game theory has been studied to resolve the 

conflicts in resources allocation. Salazar et al. [14] compared four game-theoretical methods in 

resolving conflicts for multi-objective problems. Chew et al. [15] developed a game-theoretical model 

for analyses of the inter-plant water integration problem. Salazar et al. [16] applied game theory to 

address water distribution problems in the Mexican Valley. Hipel and Walker [17] assessed the role 

of game theory in resolving conflicts for environmental management. Huang et al. [18] used the fuzzy 

Shapley value method to reallocate the pollution discharge rights based on the benefits obtained from 

the cooperation. Madani and Lund [19] employed game theory to solve multi-criteria decision-

making problems for water resources management. Madani and Hooshyar [20] discussed three 

game-theoretical models to allocate benefits for cascade reservoirs. Kicsiny et al. [21] developed a 

dynamic game-theoretical model to simulate the water use conflicts between social and production 

sectors in drought emergency. Wang et al. [22] and Yang et al. [23] combined subjective weight and 

objective weight as a combination weight based on game theory to assess the water usage and water 

quality, respectively. 

To the best of our knowledge, game theory has not been used to simulate the coordination 

behaviors in a cascade-reservoir operation. For a real-world cascade-reservoir operation, because of 

the geographical advantage, the upstream reservoir operators have priority to maximize their own 

benefits, which may weaken the benefits of downstream reservoir operators. Incorporating the game 

theory into the cascade-reservoir operation can make the upstream and downstream reservoir 

operators coordinate whilst considering individual self-interest. To realize such coordination among 

cascade reservoirs, an integrated game-theoretical model is proposed in this study. For the integrated 

game-theoretical model, there are two sub-models: a coordination model and a benefits 

compensation model. The coordination model is used to simulate the coordination among cascade 

reservoirs, and the benefits compensation model is used to guarantee individual rationality for 

sustainable coordination. The objectives of this study are to (1) compare the operations of a cascade-

reservoir system based on the centralized model, the non-cooperative model, and the integrated 
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game-theoretical model; (2) evaluate the impact of water availability variation on the operation 

efficiency of the integrated game-theoretical model; and (3) explore the potential factors affecting the 

efficiency of the integrated game-theoretical model. 

2. Study Area and Data 

2.1. Study Area 

The study area is the Yangtze River basin, which has a length of 6397 km and rich water 

resources of 11 39.96 10 m . As one of the tributaries of the Yangtze River, Jinsha River flows from the 

east of the Tanggual Mountains to Yibin City of Sichuan Province. The Jinsha River has a length of 

approximately 3464 km and a natural water head of 5100 m; it can provide annual hydropower 

generation of 85927 10 kW h  , accounting for 49.9% of the Yangtze River basin [24]. In this study, 

the cascade-reservoir system consists of four reservoirs that exist in the Yangtze River basin in series. 

The upstream reservoirs, including the Xiluodu (XLD) reservoir and the Xiangjiaba (XJB) reservoir, 

are located on the Jinsha River, while the downstream reservoirs, including the Three Gorges Dam 

(TGD) and the Gezhouba (GZB) reservoir, are located on the main stream of the Yangtze River. 

The XLD reservoir, with the highest altitude in the cascade-reservoir system, is prioritized for 

hydropower generation. The XJB reservoir, located 157 km downstream of the XLD reservoir, has the 

ability to provide reoperation to the XLD reservoir. The watershed area controlled by the XLD 

reservoir and the XJB reservoir is 5 24.59 10 km , accounting for approximately 97% of the catchment 

area of the Jinsha River [24]. The TGD is located 840 km downstream of the XJB reservoir. As the 

largest hydro-junction project in the world, the TGD encloses a catchment area of 6 21.00 10 km , 

accounting for approximately 55.5% of the area of the Yangtze River basin, and shows a strong 

capacity for hydropower generation. The GZB reservoir, located 38 km downstream from the TGD, 

has the ability to provide reoperation to the TGD. The GZB reservoir is regulated daily and can be 

regarded as a run-of-the-river hydropower plant in the long-term operation. The geographical 

location and detailed information of the cascade reservoirs are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 1. Geographical location of the cascade-reservoir system. 
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Table 1. Primary characteristic parameters of the cascade-reservoir system. 

Reservoir XLD XJB TGD GZB 

Normal water level (m) 600 380 175 66 

Flood limit water level (m) 560 370 145 64.5 

Dead water level (m) 540 370 145 62 

Firm power (MW) 3790 2009 4990 1130.5 

Install capacity (MW) 12,600 6000 22,500 2940 

Output coefficient 8.7 8.7 8.8 8.5 

Although the Three Gorges Cascade Dispatch and Communication Center (TGDCC) is 

responsible for the operations of the four reservoirs, the upstream reservoirs (the XLD reservoir and 

XJB reservoir) and the downstream reservoirs (the TGD and GZB reservoir) are managed by different 

dispatch centers that are sub-organizations of TGDCC. Considering the geographical location, the 

XLD and XJB reservoirs are managed by the Chengdu dispatch center, while the TGD and GZB 

reservoirs are managed by the Yichang dispatch center. In the real-world operation, the XLD 

reservoir and XJB reservoir are usually regarded as a cascade-reservoir system for joint operation, as 

is the case for the TGD and GZB reservoir. Therefore, for this study, the upstream reservoirs (the XLD 

reservoir and XJB reservoir) can be categorized as an upstream coalition, and the downstream 

reservoirs (the TGD and GZB reservoir) can be categorized as a downstream coalition (shown in 

Figure 2). Due to the geographical advantage, the upstream coalition prioritizes maximizing its own 

benefits, while the downstream coalition has to maximize its own benefits based on decisions made 

by the upstream coalition. In this study, an integrated game-theoretical model has been developed to 

simulate the coordination behaviors between the upstream and downstream coalitions. 

 

Figure 2. A diagrammatic sketch of the game-theoretical model for cascade-reservoir system. 
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2.2. Date Collection 

The observed daily streamflow data from 1981–2010 at Pingshan station is used as the inflow to 

the XLD reservoir. Because of the similar catchment area controlled by the XLD reservoir and the XJB 

reservoir, the local inflow between them can be ignored. The observed daily streamflow data from 

1981–2010 at Yichang station is used as the inflow to the TGD. The analyses for the observed data in 

Pingshan and Yichang stations are shown in Table 2. The annual discharge from the TGD accounts 

for 99.8% of the annual water quantity between the TGD and GZB reservoir. Therefore, it is assumed 

that the inflow to the GZB reservoir is equal to the discharge from the TGD. In order to examine the 

practical effect of the proposed integrated game-theoretical model for the cascade-reservoir operation 

in the Yangtze River basin, the inflows of three typical hydrologic years, i.e., the 90% (low flow), 50% 

(medium flow), and 10% (high flow) dependable inflow year, are selected for a comparative study. 

Table 2. The statistics of observed data in Pingshan station and Yichang station. 

Statistics 
Hydrological Station 

Pinshan Station Yichang Station 

maximum daily flow (m3/s) 16,964.52  50,312.90  

coefficient of variation 0.15  0.10  

z test 0.85   −2.35   

Note: the trend in annual flow is investigated by the Mann-Kendall test. When the absolute value of 

z is less than 1.64 ( 0.05  ), the series of observed data changes slightly; otherwise, the series of 

observed data changes significantly.   indicates the upward trend, and   indicates the downward 

trend. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Centralized Model (Model I) 

The centralized model inherently assumes that all reservoirs with different (even conflicting) 

goals in the multi-reservoir system are subject to a ‘central mind’ to cooperate based on collective 

rationality, and they make decisions aimed at maximizing the total benefits of the whole system, 

resulting in an economically optimal operation, on the system scale. Model I is expressed by the 

following mathematical formula: 

 
,

1 1

max ,
M T

i M t T
i t

E N i t t
  

 

   (1) 

where E indicates the total hydropower generation for the multi-reservoir system;  ,N i t  indicates 

the output of reservoir i at time t; M is the total number of reservoirs in the multi-reservoir system; 

t  indicates the time-step; and T indicates the number of operation periods. 

Subject to 

Water balance between reservoirs: 

        , 1 , , ,V i t V i t I i t R i t t      (2) 

where  ,V i t  denotes the storage of reservoir i at period t (m³);  ,I i t  denotes the inflow to 

reservoir i at period t (m³/s); and  ,R i t  denotes the average releases from reservoir i at period t 

(m³/s). 

Reservoir storage constraint: 

     min max, , ,V i t V i t V i t   (3) 

where  min ,V i t  and  max ,V i t  denote the minimum and maximum allowable storage of reservoir i 

at period t (m³), respectively. 

Reservoir releases constraint: 
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     min max, , ,R i t R i t R i t   (4) 

where  min ,R i t  and  max ,R i t  denote the minimum and maximum allowable releases from 

reservoir i at period t (m³/s), respectively. 

Output constraint: 

     min max, , ,N i t N i t N i t   (5) 

where  min ,N i t  and  max ,N i t  denote the minimum and maximum allowable output of reservoir i 

at period t (kW), respectively. 

Boundary constraint: 

   ,1 ,V i V i T  (6) 

3.2. Non-Cooperative Model (Model II) 

Following the non-cooperative model, the strategies autonomously taken by reservoirs target 

the optimal benefits for their own goals, without considering the requirements of the other reservoirs. 

For a multi-reservoir system, the upstream reservoirs have priority in making decisions to maximize 

their local benefits. Because of the lack of coordination, the downstream reservoirs only take actions 

based on decisions made by the upstream reservoirs. Therefore, the optimization of the multi-

reservoir system is performed from upstream to downstream, one by one. Model II is expressed by 

the mathematical formula: 

 
1

max ,
T

i
i M

t

E N i t t




    (7) 

where 
iE  indicates the hydropower generation of reservoir i. 

In addition, the objective function subjects itself to the constraints: mass balance, storage 

constraint, releases constraint, output constraint, and boundary constraint, which are similar to the 

constraints (Equations (2)–(6)) of Model I. 

3.3. Integrated Game-Theoretical Model 

To simulate the coordination between the upstream and downstream reservoirs, an integrated 

game-theoretical model is proposed in this study. The proposed model consists of two sub-models: 

a coordination model and a benefits compensation model. The coordination model is built based on 

the Stackelberg theory, and the benefits compensation model is built based on the Nash-Harsanyi 

bargaining theory. 

3.3.1. Coordination Model (Model III(a)) 

Stackelberg theory [25] is defined as a non-cooperative game theory. The sequence of actions 

taken by players is given great importance by this theory [26,27]. Following the Stackelberg theory, a 

dominant (or leader) player moves first, and then, a subordinate (or follower) player moves second. 

Before the game begins, the follower knows how the leader acts; at the same time, the leader also 

knows what the follower knows. The coordination is implemented via information exchange between 

the leader and the follower. Based on the Stackelberg theory, the coordination model for upstream 

and downstream reservoirs is developed as follows: 

 , ; ,    ,U D U D U U D DG X X u u x X x X    (8)
 

1 11,1 1, 2,1 2, ,1 , U T T n n Tx R R R R R R        (9) 
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1 1 1 11,1 1, 2,1 2, ,1 , D n n T n n T M M Tx R R R R R R   
        (10) 

   max , max ,
D D D D

D U D D U D
x X x X

u x x E x x
 

  (11) 

 D D Ux R x   (12) 

    max , max ,
U U U U

U U D U U D U
x X x X

u x x u x R x

 
  (13) 

 U U Dx R x   (14) 

where: 
UX  and 

DX  
denote the strategy spaces for upstream and downstream coalitions, 

respectively; Uu  and Du  
denote the decision strategies belonging to 

UX  and 
DX , respectively; 

 Uu   and  Du   denote the payoff functions of upstream and downstream coalitions, respectively; 

UE  and 
DE  

denote the hydropower generation of upstream and downstream coalitions, 

respectively; 
1n  denote the number of reservoirs of the upstream coalition;  D D Ux R x 

 

indicates 

that Dx
  is the best response of the downstream coalition to the strategy Ux  specified for the 

upstream coalition; and  U U Dx R x   indicates that Ux
  is the best response of the upstream 

coalition to the strategy Dx
  specified for the downstream coalition. Therefore,  ,U Dx x   is the Nash 

equilibrium for the cascade-reservoir operation. 

For the upstream and downstream coalitions, 
UE  and 

DE , respectively, can be calculated as 

follows: 

 
1

1 1

,
n T

U
i t

E N i t t
 

    (15) 

 
1 1 1

,
M T

D
i n t

E N i t t
  

     (16) 

Given the coordination between the upstream and downstream coalitions, an interaction factor 

for the upstream coalition function for feedback on decisions made by the downstream coalition is 

proposed as follows: 

 

,

,
ln D U D

D non

E x x

E
   (17) 

where ,D nonE  denotes the rational hydropower generation of the downstream coalition obtained 

through noncooperation (Model II). 

Therefore, the decisions of the downstream coalition can be responded to by the actions taken 

by the upstream coalition as follows: 

      max , max ,
U U U U

U U D D U D U U
x X x X

u x x E x x E x

 
  (18) 

According to the interaction factor, the payoff benefits of the upstream coalition are influenced 

by its decisions whilst considering the requirements of the downstream coalition, as follows: 

 
 
 

,

,

0       ,
,

0       ,
D U D D non

U U D

D U D D non

E x x E
u x x

E x x E

 

 

 (19) 

In addition, the objective function subjects itself to the constraints: mass balance, storage 

constraint, releases constraint, outputs constraint, and boundary constraint, which are similar to the 

constraints (Equations (2)–(6)) of Model I. 
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3.3.2. Benefits Compensation Model (Model III(b)) 

Through coordination, the hydropower generation of upstream coalition may be sacrificed to 

improve the hydropower generation of downstream coalition. Nevertheless, because of the decreased 

hydropower generation, the rational upstream reservoir operators have no incentive to participate in 

the coordination and prefer to act in a non-cooperative mode [20]. For maintaining a stable 

coordination, benefits compensation for upstream reservoir operators needs to be implemented to 

ensure the rational individual benefits. 

Nash-Harsanyi bargaining theory [28,29] can be used to provide fair and efficient resources 

allocation for players with guaranteed rational individual benefits [30–33]. Due to the increased 

hydropower generation of the whole system through coordination, the individual hydropower 

generation can be reallocated by Nash-Harsanyi bargaining theory to ensure the rational individual 

benefits [15]. 

 
1

   max       1,2, ,
n

i i
i

E E i n



      (20) 

subject to:  

1

n

i
i

E S



  (21) 

i iE E   (22) 

where:   denotes the solution of the Nash-Harsanyi bargaining model; iE
  denotes the 

hydropower generation of reservoir i allocated by the Nash-Harsanyi bargaining model; iE  denotes 

the rational hydropower generation of reservoir i obtained through noncooperation; and S  denotes 

the totally available hydropower generation of the cascade-reservoir system. 

3.4. Evaluation Criterion 

To analyze the efficiency of the coordination model in improving the hydropower generation of 

downstream coalition, an improvement index is proposed. The index is calculated as: 

,

,

D D non

U U non

E E

E E


 


 (23) 

where ,U nonE  denotes the rational hydropower generation of the upstream coalition obtained 

through noncooperation. 

3.5. Solving Method 

For the game-theoretical model, the strategy space 1 for the upstream coalition (Coalition 1) and 

the strategy space 2 for the downstream coalition (Coalition 2) are first determined. The strategy of a 

coalition is defined as release decisions of reservoirs in time intervals. Because of multiple reservoirs 

and time intervals, the number of coalition’s strategies is considerable during the operation horizon. 

To simplify computational efforts, some discrete strategies of the coalition need to be selected. In this 

study, the genetic algorithm (GA) [34] is used to simplify and solve the integrated game-theoretical 

model. The parameters of GA are shown in Table 3. 

In a GA, a population of candidate solutions to an optimization problem is evolved toward better 

solutions. The evolution is an iterative process. For each iteration, several strategies are generated 

using selection, crossover, and mutation operators of GA, and evaluated by the fitness function. The 

current best strategy in each iteration can then be determined according to the fitness value. By the 

iterative computation of GA, the optimal solution for high-dimensional problems can be explored. 

In this study, to select the strategy for strategy space 1, the hydropower generation of the 

upstream coalition is optimized by GA. If the difference of the hydropower generation between the 

strategies in two neighboring iterations is larger than the threshold value, the two strategies are 
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considered as the selected strategies of the strategy space 1. The selection of discrete strategies of the 

upstream coalition can be described as follows: 

 , , ,arg  max    1, , ;   2U k U U k jx E x j n k      (24) 

   , , 1 minU U k U U kE x E x u 
   (25) 

,  strategy space 1U kx   (26) 

where: k denotes the index of iterations; , ,1 , ,2 , ,, , ,U k U k U k nx x x    denotes the release decisions in 

iteration k; n denotes the total number of release decisions in iteration k;
 ,U kx  denotes the best release 

strategy in iteration k; and minu  denotes the minimum difference between two strategies in 

neighboring iterations in terms of the hydropower generation of upstream coalition. 

Different from strategy space 1 that includes several feasible release decisions, the strategies of 

strategy space 2 are assumed as all feasible release decisions. For each strategy of strategy space 1, 

the optimal strategy of strategy space 2 can be obtained using GA. When strategy spaces 1 and 2 have 

been determined, the coordination between upstream and downstream coalitions is implemented 

through Equations (8)–(19), and the Nash equilibrium strategies are reached. After identifying the 

Nash equilibrium strategies of the cascade-reservoir system, the hydropower generation of reservoirs 

is revised through Equations (20)–(22). The solving process of the game-theoretical model is shown 

in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the solving process of the game-theoretical model: (a) coordination model; (b) 

benefits compensation model. 

Table 3. List of parameter values of GA. 

Parameters Value 

Iteration 500 

Population 100 

Crossover rate 0.8 

Mutation rate 0.1 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Nash Equilibrium Strategies of Multi-Reservoir Operation 

Through the solving methodology mentioned in Section 3.5, strategy space 1 includes 10, 11, and 

11 strategies for the three flow scenarios. The corresponding optimal strategies in strategy space 2 

under each flow scenario are shown by arrows in Figure 4(a1,b1,c1). The coalition’s best response 

strategy to the strategy specified for the other coalition is represented as each point in Figure 

4(a2,b2,c2). For example, for the high flow scenario, when Coalition 1 selects strategy 4, the best 

response of Coalition 2 is strategy 4; when Coalition 2 selects strategy 5, the best response of Coalition 

1 is strategy 7. The best response points for one coalition jointly create the coalition’s best response 

curve. Therefore, Nash equilibrium strategies (NESs) of Stackelberg theory are indicated by the 
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overlapping points of two curves. For the set of Nash equilibrium strategies under each flow scenario, 

the system-wide optimality is defined as the Nash equilibrium strategy with maximum total 

hydropower generation for the following comparisons [22] (shown in Figure 5). 

 

Figure 4. Solutions of the cascade-reservoir operation through the coordination model: (a1) strategies 

of two coalitions under the high flow scenario; (b1) strategies of two coalitions under the medium 

flow scenario; (c1) strategies of two coalitions under the low flow scenario; (a2) best response curves 

of coalitions under the high flow scenario; (b2) best response curves of coalitions under the medium 

flow scenario; and (c2) best response curves of coalitions under the low flow scenario. 
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Figure 5. Total hydropower generation of cascade-reservoir system based on Nash equilibrium strategies: 

(a) high flow scenario; (b) medium flow scenario; (c) low flow scenario. 

4.2. Assessment of Game-Theoretical Model 

4.2.1. Coordination Assessment 

Before analyzing coordination between two coalitions of the cascade-reservoir system under 

Model III, it is necessary to evaluate the total hydropower generation of the system based on Models 

I and II during the operation horizon. Table 4 summarizes the individual and system’s hydropower 

generation based on the three models under the three flow scenarios. It is shown that the system’s 
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hydropower generation obtained by Model I is globally better than that obtained by the other two 

models under the three flow scenarios. The results indicate that the system’s hydropower generation 

can be maximized through full cooperation among all reservoirs in theory. For the three flow 

scenarios, the total hydropower generation of Model I is 83.31 10 kW h  , 87.48 10 kW h  , and 
812.31 10 kW h   higher than those of Model II. Therefore, the gap of hydropower generation 

between Models I and II increases as the available water decreases. Moreover, the total hydropower 

generation obtained by Model III(a) is close to that obtained by Model I, which is better than that 

obtained by Model II under the three flow scenarios. 

Table 4. The individual and overall hydropower generation of cascade-reservoir system based on the 

three models under the three flow scenarios. 

Reservoir

s 

High Flow (
810 kW h ) Medium Flow (

810 kW h ) Low Flow (
810 kW h ) 

Model 

I 

Model 

II 

Model 

III(a)  

Model 

I 

Model 

II 

Model 

III(a) 

Model 

I 

Model 

II 

Model 

III(a) 

XLD 702.96  705.19  703.33  581.93  582.74  580.87  512.01  513.77  508.00  

XJB 346.23  344.99  345.98  292.50  292.42  291.00  258.38  258.28  255.97  

TGD 1003.23  997.96  1002.26  981.93  973.39  982.81  810.17  795.36  813.28  

GZB 184.71  185.68  184.92  179.04  179.37  178.61  164.61  165.45  164.22  

 Total 2237.13  2233.82  2236.49  2035.40  2027.92  2033.29  1745.17  1732.86  1741.47  

Note: Models I and II indicate the centralized model and non-cooperative model; Model III(a) 

indicates the coordination model. 

To assess the efficiency of coordination, the individual hydropower generation obtained by 

Model II is considered as the baseline. Figure 6 shows the hydropower generation deviation for 

cascade reservoirs obtained by Model III(a). It is observed that the hydropower generation of 

upstream reservoirs (Coalition 1) obtained by Model III(a) is lower than that obtained by Model II, 

whereas the hydropower generation of downstream reservoirs (Coalition 2) obtained by Model III(a) 

is significantly higher than that obtained by Model II under the three flow scenarios. Therefore, the 

trade-off between two coalitions can be described by comparing the value of objectives: the 

improvement in one’s objective is compensated for by the worsening of the other’s objective. For the 

downstream coalition, the install capacity of GZB (2940 MW) is much less than that of TGD (22,500 

MW). To improve the hydropower generation of the downstream coalition through coordination, the 

strategy that can significantly improve the hydropower generation of TGD is more likely selected, 

which may result in a loss in the hydropower generation of GZB. Therefore, in Figure 6, the 

hydropower generation deviation for TGD is positive and larger, while the values for the XLD, XJB, 

and GZB are negative and smaller. 

 

Figure 6. Hydropower generation deviations of four reservoirs obtained based on Model III(a) 

compared to Model II. 
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Figure 7 shows the storage of cascade reservoirs based on Models II and III(a) under the three 

flow scenarios. As shown in the figure, through coordination between upstream and downstream 

reservoirs, the storage levels of upstream reservoirs (the XLD and XJB reservoirs) are reduced and 

the storage levels of the downstream reservoir (the TGD) are increased. Because of available water 

withdrawn by upstream reservoirs based on Model III(a), the amount of water flowing into the 

downstream reservoirs is increased [35]. It is indicated that through coordination, the hydropower 

generation of the downstream reservoir is improved by scarifying the priority of the upstream 

reservoir in generating hydropower. 

 

Figure 7. Storage of cascade reservoirs based on Models II and III(a) under the three flow scenarios. 

Figure 8 shows the percentage changes of individual hydropower generation obtained by Model 

III(a) with respect to Model II under the three flow scenarios. It is indicated that as the available water 

decreases, the hydropower generation of Coalition 2 is improved by sacrificing more hydropower 

generation of Coalition 1. 
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Figure 8. Percentage changes of the hydropower generation of two coalitions obtained by Model III(a) 

under the three flow scenarios, compared to Model II. 

By calculating the improvement index, when the hydropower generation of Coalition 1 is 

decreased by one unit, the hydropower generation of Coalition 2 is increased by 4.07 unit, 2.63 unit, 

and 2.07 unit for the three flow scenarios, respectively. It is indicated that the incremental 

hydropower generation of downstream reservoirs, induced by the unit hydropower generation 

decrement of upstream reservoirs, is limited as the available water decreases. Therefore, the shortage 

of available water has a negative effect on the improvement index of the hydropower generation of 

Coalition 2 through coordination. 

4.2.2. Benefits Compensation Assessment 

As mentioned above, through coordination, the hydropower generation of upstream coalition is 

slightly sacrificed to significantly improve the hydropower generation of downstream coalition. 

Therefore, the total hydropower generation of the cascade-reservoir system is increased by Model III, 

compared to that obtained by Model II. To maintain continuous coordination, the loss in hydropower 

generation of upstream reservoirs is compensated by the incremental system’s hydropower 

generation based on Nash-Harsanyi bargaining theory. 

The revised hydropower generation based on Nash-Harsanyi bargaining theory for 

participating reservoirs under the three flow scenarios is presented in Table 5. As shown in Table 5, 

for a specific flow scenario, the hydropower generation of each reservoir obtained by Model III(a) 

(taken from Table 4) is indicated by the first term in the parentheses, and the revised hydropower 

generation of each reservoir obtained by Model III(b) is indicated by the other term. It is noted that 

the total hydropower generation of all reservoirs is unchanged before and after the compensation 

process, which is higher than that obtained by Model II. In this section, the hydropower generation 

of TGD is not increased. Instead, the incremental hydropower generation of the TGD is reallocated 

to the other reservoirs that sacrifice hydropower generation through coordination. For example, for 

the low flow scenario, the TGD must pay 87.92 10 kW h   to the XLD reservoir, 84.46 10 kW h   to 

the XJB reservoir, and 83.38 10 kW h   to the GZB reservoir. Therefore, the revised hydropower 

generation for each reservoir is higher than that obtained by its non-cooperative and centralized 

mode (taken from Table 4). 
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Table 5. Hydropower generation of each reservoir based on Nash-Harsanyi bargaining theory under 

the three flow scenarios. 

Reservoirs 
High Flow (

810 kW h ) Medium Flow (
810 kW h ) Low Flow (

810 kW h ) 

Model III(a)  Model III(b) Model III(a) Model III(b) Model III(a) Model III(b) 

XLD 703.33  705.86 (703.33 + 2.53) 580.87  584.08 (580.87 + 3.21) 508.00  515.92 (508.00 + 7.92) 

XJB 345.98  345.65 (345.98 − 0.33) 291.00  293.76 (291.00 + 2.76) 255.97  260.43 (255.97 + 4.46) 

TGD 1002.26  998.63 (1002.26 − 3.63) 982.81  974.73 (982.81 − 8.08) 813.28  797.52 (813.28 − 15.76) 

GZB 184.92  186.35 (184.92 + 1.43) 178.61  180.72 (178.61 + 2.11) 164.22  167.60 (164.22 + 3.38) 

Note: Model III(b) indicates the benefits compensation model. 

Through the proposed game-theoretical model, the total hydropower generation of the whole 

system is closer to the ideal solution obtained by the centralized model compared to that obtained by 

the non-cooperative model, and the rational individual hydropower generation of each reservoir is 

also guaranteed. These findings are consistent with the conclusions of Xiao et al. [36]. It is highlighted 

that a “win-win” situation for the individual and system’s hydropower generation of the cascade-

reservoir system will be achieved by the integrated game-theoretical model. 

4.3. Factors Affecting the Efficiency of Coordination 

To explore the factors affecting the efficiency of coordination, the integrated game-theoretical 

model is applied in different coordination patterns of cascade reservoirs. For Pattern I, the 

coordination could occur between the XLD and XJB reservoirs, whereas the TGD and GZB reservoirs 

have to adapt to the decisions made by upstream reservoirs. For Pattern II, the decisions made by the 

XLD reservoir are aimed at maximizing its own benefits autonomously. Based on the decisions made 

by the XLD reservoir, the coordination could occur between the XJB reservoir and Coalition 2 

(including the TGD and GZB reservoir). When there is coordination in Patterns I or II, the strategy 

spaces of participating reservoirs (or coalitions) and system-wide optimality of Nash equilibrium 

strategies are determined by the factors mentioned in Sections 3.5 and 4.1.  

Table 6 shows the hydropower generation of the XLD and XJB reservoirs in Pattern I based on 

Models II and III under the three flow scenarios. Compared to Model II, the hydropower generation 

of the XLD reservoir obtained by Model III(a) is reduced by 88.21 10 kW h  , 89.32 10 kW h  , and 
89.63 10 kW h   for the three flow scenarios, respectively; on the other hand, the hydropower 

generation of the XJB reservoir obtained by Model III(a) is increased by 82.93 10 kW h  , 
81.14 10 kW h  , and 81.23 10 kW h   for the three flow scenarios, respectively. The decreased 

hydropower generation of the XLD reservoir cannot be compensated by the increased hydropower 

generation of the XJB reservoir. Therefore, for the three flow scenarios, the total hydropower 

generation of the XLD and XJB reservoirs obtained by Model III(a) is 85.28 10 kW h   (0.50%), 
88.18 10 kW h   (0.93%), and 88.40 10 kW h   (1.09%) lower than that obtained by Model II. 

Table 6. Hydropower generation of the participating reservoirs based on Models II and III under the 

three flow scenarios. 

Patterns Reservoir 

High Flow (108kW·h) Medium Flow (108kW·h) Low Flow (108kW·h) 

Model 

II 

Model 

III(a) 

Model 

III(b) 

Model 

II 

Model 

III(a) 

Model 

III(b) 

Model 

II 

Model 

III(a) 

Model 

III(b) 

Pattern I 

XLD  705.19  696.98  - 582.74  573.42  - 513.77  504.14  - 

XJB  344.99  347.92  - 292.42  293.56  - 258.28  259.51  - 

Total  1050.19  1044.90  - 875.16  866.98  - 772.05  763.65  - 

Pattern II 

XJB  344.99 343.98 346.11 292.42 288.33  294.60 258.28  251.04  261.81 

Coalition 2 1183.64 1186.89 1184.76 1152.77 1161.23  1154.96 960.82  975.12  964.35 

Total 1528.63  1530.87  1530.87 1445.19  1449.56  1449.56 1219.10  1226.16  1226.16 

Note: Pattern I indicates the operation of the XLD reservoir and XJB reservoir based on Models II or 

III; Pattern II indicates the operation of the XJB reservoir and Coalition 2 based on Models II or III. 

Different from the coordination between Coalition 1 (XLD-XJB reservoirs) and Coalition 2 (TGD-

GZB reservoirs), for the coordination in Pattern I, the regulation capacity of the upstream reservoir 
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(the XLD reservoir) is significantly higher than that of the downstream reservoir (the XJB reservoir) 

(shown in Table 1). Scarifying the benefits of the upstream reservoir with a high regulation capacity 

to improve the benefits of the downstream reservoir with a low regulation capacity may result in a 

loss in the system’s benefits. 

Table 6 also shows the hydropower generation of the XJB reservoir and Coalition 2 in Pattern II 

based on Models II and III under the three flow scenarios. As shown in Table 6, based on Model III(a), 

the priority of the XJB reservoir in hydropower generation is scarified to improve the hydropower 

generation of Coalition 2, and the total hydropower generation is higher than that obtained by Model 

II. Due to the incremental system’s hydropower generation, the rational individual benefits can be 

guaranteed by Model III(b). 

By calculating the improvement index for the coordination in Pattern II under the three flow 

scenarios, when the hydropower generation of the XJB reservoir is decreased by one unit, the 

hydropower generation of Coalition 2 is improved by 3.21 units, 2.07 units, and 1.98 units. Compared 

to the coordination between Coalitions 1 and 2, the incremental hydropower generation of Coalition 

2, induced by the unit hydropower generation decrement of the XJB reservoir, is lower than that 

induced by the unit hydropower generation decrement of Coalition 1. It is indicated that a higher 

regulation capacity of the upstream reservoir facilitates more hydropower generation growth for the 

downstream reservoir. 

5. Conclusions 

This study proposed an integrated game-theoretical model to simulate the competition and 

cooperation behaviors among different reservoir operators for a cascade-reservoir system. The 

integrated game-theoretical model consisted of two sub-models: a coordination model based on the 

Stackelberg theory and a benefits compensation model based on the Nash-Harsanyi bargaining 

theory. The coordination model was used to interpret the coordination among reservoirs, while the 

benefits compensation model was applied for benefits compensation for participating reservoirs to 

ensure rational individual benefits. Additionally, potential factors affecting the efficiency of the 

integrated game-theoretical model were also explored in this study. A cascade-reservoir system 

located in the Yangtze River basin of China was used as a case study. The main conclusions of this 

study were as follows. 

Through the proposed integrated game-theoretical model, the cascade-reservoir operation will 

result in a “win-win” situation for the individual and system’s hydropower generation. In terms of 

the system’s hydropower generation, the total hydropower generation of the cascade-reservoir 

system obtained by the integrated game-theoretical model is better than that obtained by the non-

cooperative model, and comparable to that obtained by the centralized model. In terms of the rational 

individual benefits, the integrated game-theoretical model clearly outperforms the other two models. 

The operation of the integrated game-theoretical model is influenced by water availability 

variation. For the integrated game-theoretical model, as the available water decreases, more 

hydropower generation of upstream reservoirs is sacrificed to improve the hydropower generation 

of downstream reservoirs; whereas, the incremental hydropower generation of downstream 

reservoirs, induced by the unit hydropower generation decrement of upstream reservoirs, is reduced. 

If there is no increment in the system’s hydropower generation, the benefits compensation is not 

implemented. 

The regulation capacities of cascade reservoirs have an impact on the operation efficiency of the 

integrated game-theoretical model. For the integrated game-theoretical model, a high regulation 

capacity of the upstream reservoir facilities the growth of hydropower generation of the downstream 

reservoir; however, if the regulation capacity of the upstream reservoir is significantly higher than 

the regulation capacity of the downstream reservoir, the coordination between them may result in a 

loss in the total hydropower generation of the cascade-reservoir system. 

The study reveals that the integrated game-theoretical model strikes an excellent balance 

between individual and overall hydropower generation for a cascade-reservoir system. Although the 

system’s hydropower generation is not maximized by the integrated game-theoretical model, the 
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balanced individual and system’s hydropower generation are practical and stable when reservoir 

operators are not in full cooperation in the real-world operation. Moreover, compared to the system’s 

strategies, the computation needed to obtain strategies for individual reservoirs (or reservoir 

coalition) is less. Therefore, the coordination can be practically quantified for a complex cascade-

reservoir operation with information exchange between upstream and downstream reservoirs. The 

main uncertainty source of the proposed model originates from the strategy selection of the upstream 

coalition. To control the uncertainty source, the diversity of strategies of the upstream coalition 

should be enriched. For future studies, the integrated game-theoretical model can be extended to deal 

with the coordination among reservoir operators when the run-off is uncertainty. 
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